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Three years ago I started my career as a lawyer. I took it light heartedly and continued to focus a good deal of my time on writing stories and poetry, hoping in my heart that 
one day I would be a writer, rather than a professional. 

So far, that has not come to pass, and truth be told, I’m not sure it ever will. But despite the ceaseless demands of working in the city, trying to serve clients faithfully and well, 
I write. 

I write when I am blue, when I am happy, when I am feeling in the mood. I write with the same dedication if not the same purpose that I had when I was younger. 

I’d like to think that even though I may not achieve what other greater writers achieve, my writing matters. It is part of a larger body of work which is the creative effluvium of 
this world – the stuff that makes us most human and which lasts longer than our temporary bones, to remind us of where we come from and the connections which 
continue to exist between us and every other generation. 

I’m not about being really good any more. I am just about continuing to write. I am not about achieving a bestselling novel, but I would like to pen a few words before I die. I 
think these are humble goals compared to the goals of many artists and writers, yet no less profane and worthy. Perhaps all I’ll ever be is a pair of shoulders for someone else 
to stand on. So what? If we work collectively, at least we’ll be privy to the comforting knowledge of great heights. 

This magazine was a concept developed between myself  and Chrissy Johnson. As this is the first issue, neither of us knows where it will go. To the contributors, we cannot 
(though we wish we could) offer great publicity, immediate frame or good standing among your literary peers. But we can offer a forum to practice, feedback, and 
community. 

To the readers, we hope you enjoy the collective efforts of our world’s quietly achieving artists and writers. 

-Katie Wright (Sydney, Australia)

*******

When Katie and I first agreed to begin this project, I was living in Alaska. Almost a year later I am 4,098 miles away from that far-flung, snow-capped place, and now sit in the 
rolling hills and thick kudzu of Eastern Tennessee. Distance is something I am comfortable and familiar with. The wide, green/blue Earth that stretches between Katie and I 
has shrunk just a little bit, thanks to our shared love of the art of writing. The concept of Far Away is to help shrink the Earth a little more. We have contributors stretching 
from Moscow to Anchorage to London to Adelaide.  All of us little lights blinking into space. Through our art, through this project, we’re really not that far away from each 
other. 

Another goal in the creation of this magazine was that contributions not be juried.   Too many publications wear their personal artistic vision like armor, carrying their 
guidelines and expectations like shields and swords into battle. What should be great joy is instead exclusive, stressful, and tense. 

Well, this  is a party you’re all invited to. If you want to share what you see when you dream we want to share it with the world. We’re all born intrinsically making things, 
making songs, making up stories. Why do we stop? Does someone tell us we’re not good enough? That the little stories and pictures we create aren’t viable? 

Let’s forget about all of that. Let’s share what’s inside us without judgment or self-righteousness or pretension. Will you join us? 

PS – I have included some haiku and short poems from readers/contributors in the white space around the contributor biographies. I would love to make reader/contributor haiku and short poems a 
regular feature. Send me your thoughts and visions (to christine.dano.johnson@gmail.com) and I’ll print them in future issues. 

- Chrissy Johnson (Knoxville, Tennessee) 1.



Amnesia I & II. Gary R. Johnson (Tennessee, USA) 2.



Alexandra was beautiful in her grief. She wore it well. Though her diet hadn’t changed, she had grown thin from stress. She wasn’t sleeping and the fatigue made her face wan. She was a 
glorious shadow of herself.

But her appetite for malfeasance had grown. She was unpleasant to her coworkers, prickly, and generally disgusted by any displays of generosity. Her distaste wasn’t conveyed in any 
obvious ways. She preferred to make the lives of others uncomfortable as discretely as possible.

She spat in the butter, uploaded viruses on the company intranet system and spread vicious rumours so obliquely it was nearly impossible to trace the source.

She wanted more. It was never enough. She wanted to be a ruinous force in the lives of others. She wanted to cross a line that good sense had prohibited her from crossing all her life.
She initiated the process personally, beginning one weekend in a tattoo parlour in Kings Cross. After drinking several scotches she announced her presence and asked for the most 
ridiculously large, unmistakably chauvinist tattoo to be tattooed on her back. The tattooist, a fat man with a long straggly beard, was unfazed by her request, and immediately began 
penning in the voluptuous legs of a nineties pin up model thrusting her pelvis into a saddled snake.

The needles hurt, but not as much as Alexandra hurt. While her old self would have recoiled from the vicious image on her back, her new self felt it was a worthy punishment. She wanted 
to look at herself in the mirror and see all the things she had needlessly, uselessly took offence against imprinted into her very skin. It was her own private joke.
After she had bought her tattoo there was no stopping her. She no longer frequented high end stores. She didn’t care what she wore, or where she bought it from. Her only prerequisite 
was that her body had to wear the clothes, not the other way around. She wanted people to be confronted by her flesh. She had always hidden her breasts and been afraid of the fat around 
her stomach. Now she realised that those insecurities never served her.

Her rogue behaviour didn’t impact on her work. She worked better than ever. She didn’t care about deadlines and she wasn’t worried about offending people. This made her more 
ruthless, cutthroat in her negotiations. Her pointed gaze was also off putting. It was clear that she wasn’t messing around. If she had to, she would create an enormous fuss, or drag her 
heels, or delightedly embarrass a colleague if that was required to get the job done. There was no mildness about her character any more. Only a daughter was mild.

And Alexandra changed her habits with men. Previously, she had been reticent to get involved. Now she was totally disinterested. If someone wanted to crack on to her she would either 
have them or she wouldn’t. The opposite sex didn’t consume her thoughts, was not an end in itself or even a pleasing distraction. Sex had very little charm – not as a physical diversion nor 
a precursor to love. She preferred to read (and read she did) and drive and walk and kick at things.

One would think the malformation of her attitude after her great loss would be her undoing. It was not. Similarly to her work life, her personal and private life flourished. She found that 
people wanted to be around her (even though she did not want to be around them) and people who she did not know naturally gravitated to her, assuming perhaps that she knew 
something they did not. That it was loss was only a disappointment, so Alexandra never spoke about the dead.

She slept better at night and she was more awake during the day. She felt vitally renewed by her antipathy toward the world. It was a freeing thing. It was as if someone had remove a 
cloying aroma from a crowded room, pulled off the roof and unlatched all the doors. She was free. Full of hatred, and sorrow, and bitterness, but wonderfully free.

The geography of Alexandra. Katie Wright (Sydney, Australia)
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Far Away. Neranza Noel Blount (Tennessee, USA)
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A shiny casket of thoughts. It sits in the gentle, lonely slope of the frontal lobe.

Ideas; aborted.

Words; never uttered.

Never uttered because they were painted in cowardice, fear, or the intelligence to know when to shut up. It’s a graveyard, a junk yard, an abandoned 
ship yard. Ugly iron housing the husks of my most miserable moments, framing the skeleton of great boats. They never sailed. The tint is a soft 
green-blue with a dusting of ash. It’s beneath the sea, almost foam green if it wasn't for the ash. The ash. Ruins. The souvenirs of my valley walking. I 
have never been seen in my entirety; I have shoveled great amounts of dirt and spine until I was piled on all sides, just looking for a saint, a sinner and 
a suicide with the promised resurrection. Peeled like scabs. Or fruits. Isn't that bittersweet? I can swallow the sun in the morning and shit ice by 
noon. I wish to be breath on fire...your Children want to know you.

A Shiny Casket of Thoughts. Robby Johnson (Tennessee, USA)
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Packed for the Journey Ahead. Stephanie Bracciano (Michigan, USA)
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Before the train can run, it needs context.
Hills and flat expanses for you to glue
grass onto, hollows for you to fill with resin,
your water. Glue a roadbed, and then the track.
Decide where the train will go, and who will
take this train. How far along are they
in their journey? Suggest the presence
of the people, a town. You can name this place,
paint it on a sign with a fine brush,
stick the sign post into the green once it has adhered.

Now that people live here, you give them
businesses, trades. The post office.
The bakery. Almond-sized loaves of bread
and a flag and flagpole that you sink into
the land like a birthday candle into cake.

Two deer at the edge of one pond.
You dip a toothpick in white paint
and touch it to their eyes so that they leap
into life. A mailman heading west,
his blue satchel heavy with correspondence.
A woman in a red coat and her boy
approaching the bakery.
What joy she must feel when the train passes.
Her son turns his face to her, grinning,
then turns back to watch the train leave.

Miniatures. Hannah Stephenson (Ohio, USA)
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Spot the Odd One. Liesel Conrad (London, UK)
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You rooted seeds and sat
With a gentle face, turned high

While I let my hands drift aimless
And wandered by.

While I was busy picking bees
From rose petal hearts

You were following faithfully
Your bright north star.

These destinations, twofold
This unfolding of life

Makes me sore where my hands
Are tangled in light.

I was sowing pastures
And pressing with muddy knees

Into soil less resilient
Than the sweet air you breathe.

I was mistaking and making
Most rapacious entwines

Of leaves around trees while
You ascended up vines.
And though all the time

We both weather the seasons
I wondered at cycles

And you never sought reasons.
Love determinate,

And love with a question.
One gives birth and grows

One still glows in gestation.

Gestational Glow. Katie Wright (Sydney, Australia)
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Nobody Home. Gary R. Johnson (Tennessee, USA)
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Hands Grasping Nothing. Corey Dyke (Tennessee, USA)
Molly sat with her arms crossed, not the least pleased that the nearly dead pickup she was in had surrendered the ability to run its heater years ago.  While not nearly cold 

enough to see her breath, she still shivered from the constant draft in the cab.  However, she had no regrets; it had taken months to just to find the old man, and a few weeks 
and several hundred dollars to get his attention, to say nothing of his help.  He had proven reluctant to assist her, but in the face of his mounting medical bills he eventually 
relented to her offerings of cash for simply taking her to the house.  Months of research were going to come to fruition, as she had finally found what she desperately 
searching for: an undeniably haunted house.

For years she had been spending her trust fund to find a real one. After tiring of a youth spent at exotic beaches and exclusive parties, she desired to see something few 
people did, something unique no one could spoil for her.  After indulging in various thrills of danger, she soon began to take interest in the unexplained, particularly the 
notion of ghosts. In time she soon befriended other haunting investigators, only to find that they confirmed her fears that true hauntings were extremely rare, and far from 
consistent.  Yet, as she gained their trust, a few let slip that there was one house that was different.  Every night, without fail, an apparition would appear and walk slowly 
through the residence, only to evaporate in the early morning. Her excitement withered though upon learning that not only was no one sure about where it was, and that 
only a handful had been able to get permission from the owner, which proved to be the greater obstacle.

Riding along in the old man’s future scrap donation, Molly felt the excitement of knowing she would be one of the few to see the place. Though the old man’s silence along 

the way drained her some, as she could not understand why he had tried so hard to convince her to not go.  The money bought his silence, not his approval.
As the house came into view amongst the trees that nestled it, she was disappointed to see it was nothing special.  A small, typical two story, windows intact, paint faded but 

not chipping; high grass, but no spindly trees with bony extensions. As she pulled her pack out of the back of the truck, the old man cleared his throat.
“It’s not too late to go back…I’ll give you the money back”
She paused, “I appreciate the concern, but I don’t scare easily, I used to cliff dive.”
“It’s not the fear you should be afraid of. You’ll come out different, they all do”
“What do you mean?” she responded, somewhat perplexed by how direct he was suddenly being.

He was quiet for a moment, that heavy silence one uses to make sure that their next words carry the proper weight. His lower lip trembled just slightly, and he slowly spoke 
to her.

“What you see in there, it changes you.  I can’t say how, I am sorry but I do not know the word that would tell you, it just….changes you. It changed me, and damn if I 
wished it hadn’t!” he spat, raising his voice for the last statement.

She stared in shock, and genuinely struggled to regain her composure.  His eyes carried an intensity she never saw in the other people she had met over the years.  But she 
had come too far, and she could not turn her back with her goal so close at hand.

“Th-thank you, but, I need to do this” she stated, and did her best to stare back at him with same resolve.  Their eyes locked, and for a moment she something behind his 
eyes; not anger, but a weary form of compassion. Grabbed by a sudden need to look away, she started towards the front door, as the old man had told her where to find the 
key earlier.

“I’m going in now, we’ll meet back her in the morning, right?”
He simply nodded, and turned away, driving off with no hesitation; she noticed he did not even look back.  She stood silently for a moment, then slowly turned and 

entered the house after retrieving the key.  Opening the door, she felt the still air shift with her presence.
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Through the doorway, there was a small den with chairs surrounding the hearth, and against the wall was an ancient floor model television, complete with a wooden cover 
to hide the screen. Nothing adorned the walls beyond a rather lifeless landscape painting, though discolored squares framed the location of former hangings.  Realizing she 
knew little of the background of the house she gently perused the shelves, but found nothing but standard books, dictionaries, and a few cookbooks.  She felt uncomfortable 
in this plainness, not understanding how people could feel alive in such an environment.  A sly smile crossed her lips as she adjusted the landscape, marveling at her interior 
design instincts. Doing so was almost worth the coating of dust that now graced her fingers.

This den connected to the kitchen, which was empty of appliances save an oven and sink.  Again, she found little relief from simple utility, and was glad nothing in her pack 
needed cooking.  Though, she reluctantly admitted, it did have a certain charm, free from other distractions it was clear this was a kitchen just for fixing food, not entertaining 
nor relaxation. That bothered her though, as there was a pervading sense of dread here. Something was off, why did such an empty kitchen disturb her so? Despite being 
unused for decades, the kitchen seemed quite clean, as if someone had practically lived there. A sense of discomfort came over her, and she decided it was best to leave this 
room.

Entering the dining room, this discomfort only increased, as she gazed at the basic table and chair set that was its sole occupant.  One chair was at the head, with two chairs 
flanking it.  The side chairs were across from one another, but were positioned more than half a table length away from the head chair.  Noticing the aged carpet, she saw 
deep indentions from the chair legs at either side at only a half table length away. There was a feeling of unease looking at those chairs, a sense that things had changed in a 
way that could not be reversed.

She sat reluctantly at the head of the table, and ate her supper in silence, realizing her cellphone had no signal.  Whereas she had felt playful in the den, the dining room 
caused her to eat quickly, desiring to leave the room as soon as she began to fill the same stifling atmosphere as the kitchen in here.  People had eaten countless meals here; 
more than likely in a still silence.  She was not sure how she knew this, but the longer she sat there the more she knew it was true.  This room trapped things that had never 
been said, and many things that should not have been.

The second floor proved empty aside from basic furnishings, and after exploring the rooms Molly chose to camp out in the den, thankful that the sun had stayed out leaving 
the house with a mild warmth. Placing down her book, she watched as amber light rays slowly faded, until the house lapsed effortlessly into darkness.  Turning on a portable 
lantern, she began to wait, her time in the den had eased her earlier misgivings and that familiar sense of disappointment crept in. She had done this many times now, and 
every time she had been greeted by nothing but silence. This disappointment faded with the sound of thump at the top of the staircase. From the den, she could not see the 
staircase, and decided to hold her position and wait.  Several minutes passed until another thump joined its predecessor, but this time slightly lower down the stairs.  There 
was only a slight response from the wood of the steps, the thumps not seeming to sound right to her.  They were heavy, yet the house did not react. Surrendering to 
impatience she proceeded to the staircase and looked up the stairs. At the top of stairs she saw the vague outline of a person, and was about to address it when she noticed 
she could still see the wall behind it.

The figure at the top was faded, giving the impression of slacks and suit, but this fading effect kept the face from clear view. Not knowing why exactly, but she knew somehow 
the apparition was male. Her excitement building, Molly stepped upon the first step for a better look. The figure came down slowly, but keeping the pace with the previous 
thumps that had announced its presence. He walked stiffly, his arms at his sides and there was no motion aside from the barest needed to walk down the staircase. As he 
approached, Molly was given a clear view of his head. 

Witnessing the face changed everything for her.  Between flesh and bone, a hazy outline of a partially covered skull was before her. The mouth flowed from lips to teeth and 
back, never settling on a final form. The hair stayed fairly immutable, aside from the color cycling from a dark color to a paler one, and appeared well kept. Nothing 
compared to his eyes, though.  While the rest of the apparition was dynamic, the emptiness where the eyes should be was disturbingly static. Empty pools of black, yet 
somehow they showed signs of function, as if they could focus on her despite being nothing. 



So lost in this gaze, Molly did not notice that now the figure was only a step away from her.  Her breathing stopped, as her body froze and her mind went blank.  Those eyes, 
those damnable eyes, peered into her, and she felt reason fail her. There was no explaining this, no comforting theory to drive it away. What stood before her was the 
unknown incarnate, an existence she could not categorize. Had this not been what she craved? Something only she would know, something she could never truly grasp.  But 
where excitement was to dwell she now only felt regret, as she would have given anything to not see those eyes.  There was no malice, no danger, but only a deep sadness. 
That was what shook her so terribly. Fear would cause flight, and in time would go away once she was safe. His sadness had no escape.
His hands soon rose softly from his hips and reached out for her. To her surprise, she did not shrink away, but leaned forward to feel his touch, part of her yearning that 
maybe feeling her face would give him some respite.  Despite the slight chill to the air, she felt nothing as his hands cradled her cheeks. Her tears building up in her eyes, she 
gently mouthed “I’m sorry” as his hands slipped back to his sides. For a brief moment, a low moan seemed to permeate the house. 
The figure then passed through her and slowly walked to the dining room. Sitting at the chair at the head of the table, the figure simply sat till morning, and with daybreak 
quickly phased out of view, the chair having never moved.  Molly had kept a silent vigil, a small part of her hoping the other chairs would provide company.  With the dawn, 
she silently gathered her things, unaware of the warm tears that occasionally streaked down her face.  The trembling of her lip she assigned to the cold, trying to put the 
evening behind her.
All pretenses of self control left her as the old man approached her once she got outside.  Their eyes locked once more, only this time she understood the sadness he nearly 
hid.
“Did you see…it?” he ventured.
“Yes” was all she could say before her tears overtook her.
“I should have stopped you…I’m truly sorry” stammered from the man that could no longer meet her gaze.
She stood there for a moment, gaining her composure, her next words simply flowed out organically, with no real thought behind them.
“Is that all there is? Is that what awaits us? Why is he still there, why can’t he leave?  Am I going to be that one day, a memory of an empty house, a walking reminder of a life?”
was all she could manage before her sobs required her breath.
“I don’t know…I don’t know” was his only reply, and with that he walked back to the truck, gently motioning her to follow. Climbing in, she fastened her seatbelt and turned 
to him.
“You were right” she admitted to him as he drove her back to town. This time she did not notice the temperature, and thought nothing about the truck itself. Only the relief 
of a live body next to her entered her thoughts, and was a welcome distraction from the emptiness that had taken residence in her heart.
“You were right” she softly whispered to herself, as she looked back at the house where she left her innocence.



Untitled. From the Winter Was Hard (Year Two) series. Stephen Tomasko (Ohio, USA)
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When our vision blurs
and we can’t quite feed ourselves
over there, we’ll go

and some sweet, tired nurse
will tape paper butterflies
on our big window

Oh, there we are. Chrissy Johnson (Tennessee, USA)
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Untitled. Lisa Kaminski (Tennessee, USA)
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It was a party.
it was when i was a christian
so that means
the girls cooked the food
and there was no booze.
we prayed before we ate.
the food that the girls cooked.

anyway, it was october 1991.
gov. pete wilson had just vetoed ab 101.
ab 101 was a gay and lesbians right bill.
it was simple really, it just meant that 
you can't be fired for being gay.
a no brainer right?

he promised that he would not veto it.
and he, like many politicians before him
and many to come.
he broke his promise! 

you might be saying right now, “i am shocked blueberry,
really? a politician, that lies! no! get back!”....
no really! he did promise.

so anyway, i was at this party in garden grove calf. 
there was a march for lg (b?) rights on garden grove boulevard.
***yes, i did put the “b” for bi in quotes and did not add “t” for trans-gender and “q” for queer 
and “q”

for questioning. I do not think that in 1991 we addressed that.***

so i wanted to go to the march, but not for the reasons that my church friends would think.
people did not know 
that i was bi

One Night in 1991. Erika Allen (Oregon, USA)
and i was heart-broken that
gov. wilson had lied and flipped off the 
gay and lesbian community. 

things were bad back then

everyone was scared of aids.
so i said “hey, i am walking over to the march.”
and some guy, i forget his name said:
"i will go with you”
and we went.

it was amazing! 
a sea of angry and hurt and crying people.
walking as one people;
speaking...chanting, in one voice;
"we're here! we're queer! get used to it!”
we are here.
we matter.
we are worthy.
we are worthy of love.
we are worthy of these rights.
inalienable rights.
human rights...
so we started to walk, and talk to this group of men.
as we walked and talked with these guys, we passed by a group

that now i know could have been the westboro baptist church.
oh lord! the hate that was coming out of these people! 
they were so so angry. they had those signs that we now see so often. 
i can not even bring myself to write the words down right now. 
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**for the record, they were a huge minority in the crowd, most were supporters of the march**
but, i was scared. really scared. i thought that the angry people might hurt us, throw something at us, maybe even attack us...i was scared shit-less.
i took a hold of the hand of the guy i was walking with. we held hands for the rest of the march. he told me that he would protect me, that he would keep me safe. that moment 
is meaningful in so many ways. at that time, lots of gay men were not touched by anyone other than other gay men, and sometimes not even then, people were still so scared 
to get aids, and even though we pretty much knew you could only get it though sex or sharing a needle, most were just not sure. i know that taking his hand, meant a great 
deal to him, he got a bit verklempt ...me too.

i told him that the jesus i knew ( i did not say church, i did say jesus) did not feel this way. i said that these angry, hateful men ( yes, it was all men,) were not acting and saying 
what jesus said or ever did.
Indeed, he loved him.
no matter whom
or how he loved.
jesus came to the world to 
teach peace 
and love 
and acceptance 
and respect for all peoples.
he came to love
the different 
the other.
you
and 
me.

he said "love your neighbor”
he did not say 
"love your neighbor 
unless 
he is gay 
or muslim 
or a woman 
or of color 
or poor 

or fat 
or jew 
or humanist
or even for
that matter
a politician”

he loved, he loves us all.
at the end of the march, 
my friend who was for sure going to “save” these guys, 
ya know, lead them to jesus, 
and “heal” them from their homosexuality 
was crying and hugging them. 
we did pray for and with them that night, 
but it was a prayer of support and of love. 
we did not pray that they would be saved, 
we prayed that they would be blessed. 
our arms around one another, standing 
in a circle 
right in the open
for the world and 

those haters to see!
one people 
one g*d
brothers and a sister. ( who later, much, much later, 
would learn and believe that she (i) was made just the 
way i am, and i am blessed that my ability to love is not 
based on gender alone how lucky is that?)
the truth was, that we were the 
ones who were blessed, 
and my friend knew that. 
we learned ( uh, i had already knew this, but whatever) 
that “those gay guys”
had names. 
they were real people 
who just wanted to 
live
and work
and love
like everyone else.

the end.



Outerspace. Jen Prokhorov (Moscow, Russia) 19.



i know i'm not the only one
to have a painful parting
with my firstborn
the first time i took her to school.
i know
there are plenty of others' tears shed
in like situation all the time.
but all my life
i'd never dreamed that i'd be sending my child
to an old "soviet" school.
here i'd always pictured
that she'd be attending
a good old suburban american school
like i attended,
with the carpet floors,
the back-to-school nights,
the jumprope on the blacktop,
the school lunches on the plastic trays,
the library with the wooden space savers,
the always-anticipated
art, music and p.e. classes,
the smiling teachers
that give their students hugs,
the reciting of the pledge of allegiance!
and here i was forced
to scramble with milla into that corridor
where we had remove coats
and change shoes
in that stifling crowd of parents and children.
i never got to meet the teacher
or see the classroom,

little pioneers
learning about uncle lenin

and the "glory" of the u.s.s.r.
and as she reluctantly tore herself away from me

and had to hurry up those stairs
my eyes welled up

not only with the sadness
of sending my oldest child to school

but with the fear of the unknown
and what lie ahead for her.

i told my mother-in-law
(as she told me not to do such things,

that i'm upsetting my child)
that i may as well

be sending her
into outerspace.

Outer Space. Jen Prokhorov (Moscow, Russia)
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City Lights. Erin Wolford (Ohio, USA) 21.



It was fuzzy pink with tiny pearl-like buttons and appliquéd balloons that floated over my heart. An ordinary girl’s sweater at best, but to me it was magical. I don’t remember 
picking it out at the store, or even cherishing it more that any other piece of little girl clothing I owned. No, what made the sweater special was the love bundled inside nestled 
between its fibers and my scrawny six year old body.

It was the fall of 1984, and I was settling into my weekday morning routine of brown sugar cinnamon oatmeal and Archie comics before hopping on the school bus for 
another day of first grade. My mom, the quintessential working mother of the eighties complete with shoulder pads and a lunchbox containing last night’s leftovers, had the 
not so easy task of making sure we both left the house on time and somewhat presentable.  She would apply her makeup while prodding me to brush my teeth and pick out 
clothes that matched.  I cherished our time together each morning despite the harried pace we kept. When it was time for mom to warm up her car, a little knot would begin to 
form in my stomach.  Each day we would reach the end of our morning ritual with the same outcome. She would head off to a day at the office and I was left to conquer first 
grade and the dreaded bus ride alone.  Before sending me out the door, my mom would bundle me in to the tiny pink sweater fastening each little button in an attempt to keep 
the cold out during my wait for the big yellow bus to reach our driveway.  As we hugged goodbye, I could feel her warmth and love seep into me, warm and comforting like a 
force field shielding me from the uncertain world of a first grader. 

For a girl of my stature, the journey to school seemed daunting at best. My bus route serviced the primary and secondary school picking up Kindergartners to those old 
enough to vote.  With a downcast gaze, careful to not make eye contact with anyone older than seven, I looked for an empty seat. Once I found one, I slid all the way across the 
cracked green vinyl and huddled against the cool aluminum.  I prayed that by shoving my “Herself the Elf” lunchbox and backpack to the edge of the seat I would be granted a 
safe passage to school without having to worry about sharing a seat with creepy Chad who liked to stick safety pins under the dead skin of his stubby fingers. As I looked out 
the window at the frosted yards, I wrapped my arms around my tiny middle, thankful for the warmth of my sweater and the love trapped inside.

Once settled at my desk in Ms. McBride’s classroom awaiting a day full of reading groups and trips to the blackboard, I felt the knot tighten unsure of who I would play with at 
recess or if anyone would notice my Poochie socks and find them a little too babyish. Feeling alone and overwhelmed, my fingers found their way to the little pearl buttons 
twisting and twirling the smooth plastic.  Soothed by their presence, I remembered my mother’s arms once again and thought of her sitting alone at a big desk with the lipstick 
ringed coffee cup I had picked out last Christmas by her side. I wondered if I seemed as far away to her right now as she did to me.  Soon, Ms. McBride called for our attention 
at the front of the classroom and the day picked up it’s rapid pace. By the time the aroma of tater tots filled the room, my warm body and flushed cheeks had become constant 
reminders it was time to shed my sweater. I hesitated unwilling to let the love slip out and dissipate under the bright fluorescent lights. Still facing heatstroke, I mustered up the 
courage to unfasten each button and carefully placed the sweater in my backpack. I stared at my lunchbox and carefully removed the thermos of soup. Underneath was a little 
scrap of paper, “You are my sunshine, my only sunshine. You make my happy when skies are grey. You’ll never know dear how much I love you. My sunshine’s never far away! I love you 
always, have a wonderful day. Your Momma”. Smiling, I dug into my lunch feeling a little better about the day.

Warm Love. Stephanie Ashley (Tennessee, USA)
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I See Food. Liesel Conrad (London, UK)
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Travelin’ bird on the wing,
Travelin’ bird sure do sing
about the home you come from
about the sky where you fly

Soft-winged thing but strong of bone
Soft-winged thing all alone but
never lonely, never blue
travelin’ is home for you

On the wing, on the wing
Prettiest bird I even seen
Fly so high, fly so true
I’ll be waitin’ here for you

Small but mighty, slight but true,
you know not what you’re headed to
just wingin’ toward better days
held aloft by sheer will and some grace 

A little scared, but oh so brave
nest blew down but life’s not made of
twigs and mud – it’s of the wind
so travelin’ bird flies, again

On the wing, on the wing
Prettiest bird I even seen
Fly so high, fly so true
I’ll be waitin’ here for you

City lights blink on
the smog of the day is washed away
by night’s silence
by beaming star rays
you are sure of the going
sleek-backed
glistening eyes on the sunrise

Prodigal bird headed home
to your nest with weary bones
Rustled by the winds above
welcomed back to big, big love

Tell your stories, hold them true
Keep the peace of skies you flew
Just bring that joy and spread it wide,
Keep the learnin’ strong inside

On the wing, on the wing
Prettiest bird I even seen
Fly so high, fly so true
I’ll be waitin’ here for you

Travelin’ Bird (lyrics). Amy Lou Hettinger (Alaska, USA)
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Dream Field. Gary Johnson (Tennessee, USA)
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If you sat down, feather pillows plumped around you until you felt comfortable, and she asked you what was the one thing you wanted, what would you answer? Most girls, 
even after they’re grown, will ask for white horses with glittery tails and butter-leather saddles. They want tiny white cottages hidden in a birch wood and filled with white 
candles. I wasn’t all the way grown yet, so I asked for all of those things. I wanted a black horse, though, not white.

What is it you want to hear? Godmother asked me this without moving her mouth. Where is it you want to go?

I want you to tell me that I can go away from here. Because I want to go back and she won’t let me. I want a black horse to take me there, and I want to be as dark and dotted with stars as 
that black horse. That way no one will spot us as we leave. I want you to tell me that I can do that, and I want to do it soon.

She held my hands in hers, but when I looked into her eyes and down at her lap, her hands were still firmly on her legs, her fingers pulling at a stray thread on her skirt. Still, I 
felt her hands pressing into mine. You can go. The horse is yours if you want it, and I know you want it. I can make you a constellation that’s invisible to everyone on this side but the horse, 
and you can both go  away from here. You want soon, though. How soon?

Tonight. I said this without wavering, though it took me a second to build up a bubble of courage to say it so plainly. I want to go tonight.

She got up from her soft, dusty green chair in the corner and she turned off the lights and she closed her wooden blinds and she blew out her caramel-smelling candles. She 
spoke aloud this time. We can do that. But it has to be now. Are you sure?

I’m sure. I’m ready to go, Godmother.

You don’t want to say goodbye to anyone? Not your mother? Not that she won’t know where you went. She’ll know. She’s one of us, and these sort of secrets don’t stay hidden for long. She 
might come after you. Godmother’s eyes wouldn’t leave my face. I kept looking at the green and white Persian rug (its patterns were intricate and beautiful even under the 
years of grey wear). I looked at the ceiling instead of at her.

I don’t want to say goodbye. I said, my chin still pointed upward. I want her to come after me. I want her to leave this place and come back, too. Maybe with me already over…she’ll 
come after me. Maybe she’ll miss me enough.

Wish (Expanded). Chrissy Johnson (Tennessee, USA)
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Godmother looked at her hands and picked at her fingernails, which were painted a pale lilac. Her voice was quieter than it was before. I can do it now. But not later. The time is 
right and it won’t be right again for a month. The moon and stars have to be in a good trajectory. It has to be now.

I didn’t believe her. She was so special, she was an oracle, she was the one kings and queens in other worlds went to when they needed a nudge into fairer terrains and that 
ordinary girls went to  become princesses. I knew she could send me anywhere by any measure with a blink of her pale blue eyes. I knew she could even do it without giving 
me a horse to ride. She could send me floating through doorways until they gave way to caves, to birch forests, to ocean until I reached where I was meant to be.

It has to be now, she said again, and settled herself back into her chair.

Then make it now. I already told you that I’m ready. My chin might have jutted out too far, my voice might have been too strong. I was feisty and nervous and ready. 

Godmother grabbed something white and jumbled from a dark brown wicker basket on the floor beside her chair and walked over to me. It was a gossamer, almost 
translucent quilt the color of milk with silver stars embroidered all over it, like constellations in a sea of clouds. It was beautiful. It made me feel frightened. A nasty voice 
chimed inside my head:  “You’re too young. You don’t know anyone there, how will you recognize them and they really won’t know you. You’ll be lost and all alone.”

Godmother shook out the quilt and wrapped it around my shoulders, then patted me before saying, Of course they’ll know you. How could they not? You’re his baby, his one 
daughter. They’ve missed you so. Now. Close your eyes, and count to three. When you open them, I won’t be here. The horse likes lots of grass to eat. But try and find some oats and apples for 
it, too. No other magic or food is needed to sustain either of you on the way.

I closed my eyes. I felt her leave the room. I felt her leave me. The room seemed to grow too large, and then compress tightly. Something new had filled Godmother’s stark 
absence.  When I opened my eyes the room, my body, and the daylight, were gone.  I was made of moonlight. I was the moonlight. I was transparent, just as Godmother said 
I would be. Damp green grass bowed and rolled below where my feet should have been, and standing a few feet away was the horse. 

His coat was black, glossy, filled with silver stars like the quilt. His mane and tail were long and untangled and his huge, shining eyes were steadily looking at me, through me.  
I tried to say Let’s go, horse but not sound came out of my mouth, because my mouth wasn’t there. 

He heard me anyway.  His tail swished and flicked and he patted his hooves impatiently at the damp grass. We were going. 



Untitled. From the Our Land series. Stephen Tomasko (Ohio, USA)
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Tutu (pt. 1) Brenton Priestley (Adelaide, South Australia)

Rudolph McCracken’s mother had always loved ballet - not reindeers, as people (usually Americans), tended to assume. After seeing an incendiary production of “Pierrot 
Lunaire” in Glasgow’s Barony Hall in 1978, Mary McCracken vowed to name her unborn son for the great Rudolf Nureyev, who had starred in the title role. 

It was assumed that the name would bestow the boy with both the talent and the ambition to become a great ballerina. Unfortunately, twelve years of lessons produced 
neither. Rudolph, nonetheless, endured it all; the rehearsals, the costume fittings, the performances in which he was, inevitably, cast as an extra. He was never one to argue 
much, and certainly not with his mother.

Rudolph left high school a year early. His mother applied, on his behalf, for the Edinburgh Dance Academy and the London School of Ballet. He didn’t even have a chance 
to perform his portfolio at either audition – six feet, eight inches tall, pudgy and pigeon-toed, he had the wrong physique entirely. “Galumphing oaf!”, a member of the 
London panel had said afterwards, amidst snickers. “Rudolph McCracken,” his mother chided over the phone, when he told her the bad news. “I didnae raise a sook! I raised 
a ballerina!”

Never one to be undeterred, whether by common sense or even by cold, hard logic, Mary McCracken took three days leave from the Military Hospital where she worked as 
a cleaner, and she and Rudolph caught a flight to Paris. They checked into a Best Western in Montmartre, and caught the number 7 Metro to Villejuif, where the 
Conservatoire de la Ballet was located.
Rudolph was seized by panic as they climbed the steps to the Conservatoire. “Mum! What if they don’t speak English?”

“Of course they don’t speak English,” Mary said. “We’re in France, lad.”

“What will we do?”

Mary frowned. “Who was the one who studied French in Second Year?”

Rudolph whimpered. Mary pushed him through the door.

The foyer was dark and high-ceilinged. The air was musty and carried echoes of tinny piano music. A lithe African man in a leotard had his bare feet up on the front counter. 
He didn’t even notice them enter. 

Mary grabbed Rudolph by the arm and pulled him towards a rickety wooden staircase. Rudolph dutifully, reluctantly, followed while Mary clawed through her handbag, 
muttering. 
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They reached the landing, which branched off into two corridors. Mary pulled a scrap of paper from her handbag. “The director’s name is Jean something,” she said, 
squinting through her bifocals. She set off down the corridor. 

The stairs began to rumble. Rudolph turned. A dozen skinny girls, all dressed in pink lycra, were pushing their way up the stairs. Rudolph pressed himself to the all as the 
pack thundered past. He realized with terror that his bladder was full. Mary was standing at a door at the end of the corridor. “Mum,” he squealed, “I have to-”

“Rudolph, come here!” Mary yelled. Rudolph whined and ran down the corridor. “Rudolph McCracken,” she said as he arrived, panting, “you filthy boy!”

“Mum, I have to go to the toilet,” he said as Mary licked her thumb. She reached up and began wiping at a streak of dried egg yolk at the corner of Rudolph’s mouth. “Mum!”
Rudolph said, twisting his head.

“If I’ve told you once, I’ve told you a thousand times,” Mary said. “Fancy that, all the way to the best ballet school in France, with your breakfast on your face.”

The door opened. A shrivelled man with a mane of silver hair poked his head out. He said something in French. Mary turned to Rudolph, her lips pursed expectantly.

“Bon- bonjour,” Rudolph stammered, his voice cracking. He cleared his throat. “Bonjour.”

“Bonjour,” the man replied, frowning.

“Alright, Rudolph,” Mary said. She turned to the man. “My name is Mary McCracken. This is my son, Rudolph. Rudolph is a one of the finest young up-and-coming 
ballerinas in the UK, and he has decided to continue his training here, in Paris...”

Mary continued for a couple of minutes, seeming to have forgotten that Rudolph was to translate. Fortunately, the man spoke English. He invited them into his office. He 
heard Mary’s plea, and gently informed her that the Conservatoire was not accepting new students at this time, and that he could tell, at a glance, that Rudolph wasn’t suitable, 
in any case. Rudolph needed to urinate so badly that he began to cry. Mary began to berate the man. \
He finally got rid of them by giving the name and address of a ballet school in New York City at which his cousin taught, one of the most preëminent dance academies in the 
United States, saying that new and exciting things were happening in American dance, that classicism was dead, that a post-modern dancer like Rudolph could become a 
demigod in the Ballet Pantheon.
Thus, the odd and circuitous means by which a pimply twenty-two year old from Glasgow ended up working as a hitman for the New York Mob are partly accounted for. 

Fortuitously, Mary had heard the Frank Sinatra version of “New York, New York” on the plane back to Glasgow. One particular line rang over and over again in her head: “If 
I can make it there/ I’ll make it anywhere/ It’s up to you, New York, New York.” Mary quickly became obsessed with the idea of her son storming the New World in a pair of 
slippers. 

Unfortunately, she couldn’t afford to take any more time off of work, so Rudolph was faced with the terrifying prospect of moving to the Big Apple alone. Every night, he was 
shredded by spasms of panic. What did he know about New York? 



Mary went to the local video library. The lad who worked there recommended several films set in New York. She stopped “Taxi Driver” after five minutes. They watched all 
of “Manhattan”, Mary alternately grumbling about Woody Allen’s whining and about the film being in black and white. “Home Alone 2: Lost in New York” was more 
promising. “That brave wee boy,” she said wistfully, over dinner, a couple of nights later. “If he can handle a couple of thieves, then you, Rudolph, will be fine.”

Rudolph spent his first three days in Manhattan locked in his shitty little hotel room in Chinatown, eating nothing but the chocolate bars in the room’s small refrigerator. 
The third day, starving, he mustered up the courage to order a pizza.

Weeks passed. Rudolph spent most of his time watching television. American television, he concluded, was much, much better than Scottish television. 

His mother called every morning at 1 A.M., 7 A.M., Glasgow time, before she left for the hospital. He told her, dutifully, that he’d been accepted into the ballet school, that he 
was in line for a scholarship, that he was making friends. It was much easier lying to her over the phone than to her face.

Every Friday afternoon, he went to the convenience store across the street from the hotel. There was an ATM inside, and he withdrew $250 from his mother’s account, $180 
of which paid for the room for the week, the rest of which he rationed out to buy pizza.
After a couple of months, Rudolph had started to occasionally venture outside. He always remained in Chinatown, however, lest he became lost. 

It was a Sunday morning, early winter. He was walking past a jewelry store on Park Row when a man stepped out of in front of him. Rudolph dropped his gaze to the ground 
and started to move around the man, who pressed his hand up to Rudolph’s chest.

“Hey, kid, quick twenty bucks?”

“No thanks,” Rudolph mumbled, and he started to move on. The guy grabbed Rudolph by the collar of his cardigan.

“C’mon, kid, easy work. Twenty bucks. All ya gotta do is stand here for ten minutes. Twenty bucks. C’mon.”

Rudolph’s stomach flooded with icy panic. He glanced at the man. He was wearing a leather jacket, his hair was thinning, slicked back. He spat a piece of chewing gum into 
the gutter.

“Good kid, ten minutes, tops.” The man grabbed Rudolph’s shoulders and positioned him next to the door. “You’re a big kid, look tough.” He glanced around 
surreptitiously. “Anybody tries to come in, tell ‘em it’s closed.” The guy slapped Rudolph on the shoulder. “Good kid. Twenty bucks when it’s done.”

He stepped inside. The door chimed with an electronic ding-dong. The man rapped on the window of the door. Rudolph turned. The man smiled and flipped the sign 
hanging behind the door to “Closed”. 



Remains. Gary R. Johnson (Tennessee, USA)
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I
daddy bolts doors and                                        
paints windows black. he sits in the
brown leather recliner, arms crossed
like a furious car-seat child and says,
Don’t wanna go nowhere. says, Ain’t nothin’
out there
can’t find right round here.
No sense in it.
the television plays the news, endlessly, and
the house could stand a good coat of paint.
my things are hidden under the kitchen table.
change of plans.
leave at night.
leave a note.
daddy can barely see his shiny dinner in front of him
through the smoke of those wood-tip cigarillos. his face 
is
permanently fogbound.
my ticket, sweaty, pulses in my pocket.
They are not like us, daddy says.
They are different. They are not like us.
he shrugs, a thousand curse words
running through his head.

II
How come you don’t ever take me nowhere?
We never go nowhere.
Just sit in this house all the time.
(when i think of mommy i see her in the sky
in a plane on a broom with a cape
across the muffled bright of the moon and
she is waving)
No sense in it.
They are not like us.
(when i think of mommy her face is ensconced in steam
boarding a train on the promenade deck of some great ship
thin green scarf in one hand and
she is waving)
I’m fittin’ to go, she said. I’m fittin’ to go.
he closed his eyes and waved his hand.
(when i think of mommy she is
in the desert on the ocean in the clouds
and i wonder if she thinks of home or if
that term has been redefined)

III
daddy is the king of souvenir weather.
he moves his hand.
confetti swirls around the eiffel tower.
it is snowing in auckland.
he murmurs something akin to thanks, but the
news is on and his glass is empty.
and i think, maybe the coming back
is the catalyst for far away.
and i think, if home is where the heart is
then i have never been there.

and i think, to go is to return.
he moves his hand.
tiny crabs swim around myrtle beach.
snow falls on rockefeller plaza.
daddy holds the far away in his hands and
i have stories to tell. but the news is on
and his glass is empty.
I’m fittin’ to go, I say. I’m fittin’ to go.
he closes his eyes and waves his hand.
a thousand tiny waves roar against the plastic.

Away. A poem in three parts by Jeff Martin (Tennessee, USA)
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I Made a Mad Dash for the Border. Pamela Kearney (California, USA)
In October, I made a mad dash for the border, making it as far as Tok.   The guy at the Sears Center in Wasilla said my Nissan needed a new radiator but as long as I rolled 
down the windows, cranked up the heat full blast and drove like a crazy maniac on the open highway, the car should be okay.   I stopped in Chickaloon to buy a box of 
Franzia Chardonnay.  The best they had. The sky looked like a piece of wet fur.   
This, after my husband unveiled his plan; I knew the plan was coming—he said I’m hatching a plan. My husband is not known for his premeditated schematics—he’s your 
basic fly-by-night, ne’er do well with dusty eyes the color of amethysts, buried for a million years.  He has attractive calves; the hair on his head blows around, feathery, like a 
two-toned scaup duck.  Tonight is the night he said—which used to mean something dangerous like having sex in the men’s dressing room at Nordstrom’s while an 
unsuspecting clerk waited outside.
My husband and I are, as they say, mismatched in temperament—I’m the type who contributes to IRAs and makes lists. I double check locks on dressing room doors.

I was fairly certain that his new plan had nothing to do with sex.  My husband is a dog musher.

Look, he said, he drew a map on a yellow tablet.  Don’t try to enchant me with food and drink (these are the types of things he really says, so you can’t hate him through and 
through.) 

Earlier to sidetrack my husband from his plan, I’d bought a bunch of groceries to make a nice dinner, pasta with Syracuse sauce, something Mediterranean; I tossed in some 
vodka and rum in the marinating lamb.  Sometimes, it’s easy to confuse him.

“I’m running the dog sled from Wasilla to Willow or Talkeetna, four to six days a week; a few days out, a few days back.  You’ll be all alone here.  We should buy a gun.”

“Uh-huh”, is all I said.  And, “A gun is a good plan.”

“You knew the plan was coming.”

I threw the lamb in the trash compactor.  That night, my husband slept in his LAZ-E Boy chair, where he sleeps when he’s mad at me, which is pretty much all the time now. 

Next morning, I roared down Parks Highway, heading to California.  I took the groceries I bought the day before and nothing else. As I said, I stopped at the Sears Auto 
Center and at a Chickaloon liquor store and eventually ended up at the Glacier Oasis RV Park somewhere outside of Tok.  A place opposite in all respects. The sky looked 
like a smashed moth.

The astonished lady behind the counter said, we’re closed for the season.

“The sign says ‘vacancy’”, I said, “I just left my husband.”
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“Oh,” she said, “I left my husband two years ago.  I keep forgetting to board up that vacancy sign.” She inspects me; she wears a Siamese cat around her shoulders and a 
Mariners cap tied up with a scarf the color of damaged moonshine around her head.  She murmurs to the cat--Claudius as she sets him down.
“Seems, there are a lot of wives on the loose. You ain’t a drug addict are you?”

“I have a box of wine in the car.”

“Wine. Spine. You’ll have to sleep in Gus’s trailer, my maintenance guy. His wife left him too although I think he’s in Glenellen collecting her.  He’s a clean man.”

“His trailer?” I peer through the windows hoping to spot it.

“Yes, mam, that Nomad out there. Tell ya, none of my motel rooms is ready.  Will be dark soon.  Say whatever. Twenty bucks.  Good deal.  You’ll have to sleep with 
Maximinus.”

To my question is Maximinus a cat?  She said, not exactly. The sky looked like a crushed oyster shell thrown into an ocean trench.  A bolt of lightning snagged the top line 
of spruce trees hovering in the east. 

The trailer was immaculate: a row of pine cones leaned against one another along the window sill above the sink.  Claudius’s lady snapped on a lightswitch and a string of 
green Christmas lights flickered on.   Cozy.  Fucking cozy.  Then, she said you’ll have to feed Maximinus too.  You must follow a strict procedure in the breakfast making.  
I’ll write down instructions.  He becomes a bit edgy at foodtime. 

Where’s Maximinus?  I ask. But I’m thinking what is he?  

She says, “Oh.” And, “He’ll scratch at the door when he wants in.” And “Look!” She pulls back the curtains:  In the RV yard, Claudius the cat swiped at a three-legged pit 
bull with the head the size and roughly the shape of Machu Picchu, slightly conical.  The cat easily vanquished the pit bull, who rolled over on his back, writhing in ecstasy, 
as the cat bounced all over his exposed belly.

“I think they would marry one another if they could, but the whole cross species thing is a setback.  Oh, Maximinus is the one on his back.” The RV lady said.  She winked at 
me.

Maximinus was very warm: he insisted on sleeping smack against me on the propped up bed, which might be a table on some days.  I had nothing to eat:  I had snagged the 
wrong grocery bag which contained a jar of capers, a can of black olives processed in Alta Dena, California, a red onion and a few organic tomatoes, homegrown in Palmer, 
AK, which was a scary proposition.  I ate the tomatoes. I had forgotten my bag of books. I might panic without my books. I scrabbled through the pressed wood doors of 
the cabinets in the trailer.  Nothing. I’m a print addict.  I read the label on the caper jar:  100% non pareil, Imported from Spain. Go ahead taste the difference. I ate some capers.  
I rummaged around in the trailer again—there must me something—Guns and Ammo.  Playboy.  Instead I found an old copy of Evergreen Review, a December 1984 issue of 
the New Yorker and a hardback volume of The Red Badge of Courage. Oh God I thought, anything but this book. I shook it with let’s say— an angry chagrin: a postcard



fluttered out of it:  a picture of Mayan ruins on the Yucatan Peninsula: on the blank flipside: “Mexico City. Colleen, I love you; I’m coming back for you. Gus.” Gus used a 
semi-colon on the postcard.  I might like this guy.  He loved Colleen.

I read The Badge of Courage for the sixth time. I read it once as a high school student. Once as a college student.  And three times as a high school English teacher teaching an 
honors American literature class.  But this was the first time I actually appreciated it.  The book.  I mean it’s a fucking sizzling narrative—even if it’s about war.  Maybe it’s 
because I’m reading it as a writer and all that bullshit:  “A shell screaming like a storm banshee went over the huddled heads of the reserves.  It landed in the grove, and 
exploding redly flung the brown earth.  There was a shower of pine needles. Bullets began to whistle among the branches and nip at the trees.  Twigs and leaves came sailing 
down. It was as if a thousand axes, wee and invisible, were being wielded.  Many of the men were constantly dodging and ducking heads.  The lieutenant of the youth’s 
company was shot in the hand.” And “One of the wounded men had a shoefull of blood. He hopped like a schoolboy in a game.” I can see why this might be considered 
“avant garde” when it was published.  Those days are over. Okay that’s all you’re going to get from me.

I didn’t use the gun.  Probably because I was in Gus’s trailer (which was very clean, did I tell you that?) and Maximinus wanted his breakfast and the woman with the scarf the 
color of fuckedup moonshine needed me to be okay and because Colleen was out there, somewhere.

I followed the instructions: scores of Hormel canned corned beef were stacked above the Nomad trailer’s sink.  I had to stay very still as I worked. That was the secret: 
stillness. 

I rolled back the top of the tin can using the tiny key on the can precisely, without snapping it off because breaking it off might mean a delay which might mean I would have 
to unscrew another can and Maximinus needed his breakfast NOW although he seem pretty amiable about everything except he panted quite a bit.  We’d spent the night 
together. His teeth were very sharp and his mouth wide:  if I were a Jonah doll I’d slip right into it. 

That morning, a Dodge Ram Truck, the right window duck taped, headlights still on, slammed into the side of the trailer, not with a great force but the whole trailer went up 
and down with the impact.  Maximinus barked like crazy.  I looked out the window. Why not? A man and a woman sat in the cab, side by side, without moving; I couldn’t see 
their faces, just their silhouettes; the light was not bright enough at 9:00 am in Tok, Alaska.  They waited for me to get out, maybe.  The woman collapsed into the man, her 
temple resting against his shoulder.  She didn’t hug him or say one word to him. She was just waiting. 

In the end, I was a coward; I drove home as the sun puffed up, a yellow scab in the sky. 



Bella on the Beach – Fernando Branquinho (Ohio, USA)
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Little daring bird
Flying out of waiting jaws
to face life anew 

- Stephanie Ashley
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Space is just vacuum?
Dust, gas, stars, and emptiness.
Galaxies beyond.

- Kate Grzywacz

Four thousand miles
An entire continent
Home is in my heart

- Melissa McDonald

May you forever hang bone moons from splayed 
nerve endings /only to make refuge for those 
birds that do not sleep / May the air disperse 
you/ May you be drowned in flame / If only to 
leave something lyric/ Which swells in the heart/ 
Which melts on the tongue / And in this broken 
glass ballet may all your great escapes appear , if 
only at a distance, as a dance. 

- Laramie Payne

Sprinkled with dream dust
Wrapped up warm in Mommy's arms
Drifting far away 

- Polly Duggins


